
JOHN 4:5-42    BY THE WATER COOLER

 
I'm nobody! Who are you? 
Are you nobody, too? 
Then there's a pair of us — don't tell! 
They'd banish us, you know. 
 
How dreary to be somebody! 
How public, like a frog 
To tell your name the livelong day 
To an admiring bog!1 
 
I’d come from out of town and was working from a hot desk on the 3rd floor. I was thirsty as the air con 
seemed to be off and I am bit menopausal. I went to the watercooler for a drink. This chap wandered up, he 
was in his early 30’s and not from these parts. I am not accustomed to being noticed as I am well over the 
age limit for that, plus my track record with men has not been too crash hot, a bit of a failure there, so I am 
usually on my guard.” Would you pour me a drink,” he said. Now usually I’d say something smart like, 
“Have you no arms? Do you need a handmaiden?” Excuse the pun but there WAS something disarming 
about him.  
He then went a bit weird on me talking metaphorically about ‘living water’. It took me a moment to see 
that he was serious and he was   sharing a life changing transforming thing, not just the plastic cup thing. I 
so wanted to experience what he was talking about. Just then his mates came round and the moment was 
about to be lost. They suggested he shouldn’t be bothering with the likes of me, an outsider. I haven’t been 
able to shake off that interaction. He treated me as though I was the most important person in the room, 
the kind of love I imagine one has from the best sort of parent, although my own parents were not like that. 
He was quite something; there was something otherworldly about him. Have you seen him? Do you know 
him; you really need to; it has been a life-changing thing for me. He has no prejudice, no sense of hierarchy, 
just love, just love, such a rare thing. To be seen for the first time in my life, well, that is quite something. 
 
Last year we saw our brothers and sisters killed as innocents, we saw the grief and mourning, and the 
words they are us resonated throughout the country. Our leader in her compassion caught the eyes of the 
world, it is such a rarity in world leaders. We heard in the poem You see, the thing that makes the world a 
beautiful place is the thing that makes us human: difference. We need only see sci- fi films about clones to 
realise the nightmare of sameness. 
 
The woman at the well was someone not to be spoken to, an outsider, the other; yet Jesus not only spoke 
to her but opened her eyes to a different order of relationship, the living water which offers new life, the 
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gift of the Holy Spirit. And she had her eyes and heart opened so she would walk as her heart was 
overflowing with her account of what had happened. Come and see a man who told me everything I have 
ever done. He cannot be the Messiah, can he? On Friday we focused on Zacchaeus who was seen in the 
same way- a short tax collector who was so surprised when Jesus invited himself for dinner; me of all 
people we can hear him say, we can hear ourselves say. 
 
How do we weave an understanding from these three narratives – one an encounter across a cultural 
divide which holds out new possibilities. Another a mass killing of our brothers and sisters who may have 
experienced being ignored, being victims of racism then mown down in their sanctuary of worship. Emily 
Dickinson talks of the unseen, who do not even register the Nobodies. 
 The Samaritan woman teaches us the experience of being seen, being heard, being acknowledged, being 
loved. The woman in the hijab teaches us to see our difference and see our humanity.  Emily Dickinson 
speaks into someone whose existence is not even acknowledged. The prognosis for children who are 
neglected is poorest of all because they are looked through as if they are not there; thin air.To be seen is a 
human right, yet often not so. 
To be treated as a person with feelings is a human right, yet often not so. To be given water is a human 
need, yet often not so. We the living must see the dying. We the generous must have open hands and 
hearts, such is the imperative of faith and gift of grace. Don’t let hatred take over your heart. On this day 
when we hear of the other at the well with whom Jesus saw no otherness, on this day when our brothers 
and sisters are giving their sorrow words let us add our words as people of skin and bone and life and 
hope. Let us pray beyond words. 
 
There are those moments 
Those moments 
When we are taken suddenly outside ourselves 
To see the world from a different place 
When we suddenly understand another person’s point of view 
When we see things that we’ve never noticed before 
When and old truth that we thought we knew 
 Hits in the solar plexus, 
Leaving us winded and astonished delight 
When someone’s sheer innocence makes our cynicism look shabby and shallow. 
 
There are moments when beauty hits so hard it brings unexpected tears to our eyes 
When someone’s uncalled for kindness overwhelms…… 
 
When love seems so close that we almost dare not reach out……2 
As we heard in our Lenten studies on Wednesday night the words of Saint Athanasius, “ The Son of God 
became human that we might become god….theosis is becoming by grace what God is by nature.” 
We talked about being grafted  on to the divine nature , like a hybrid rose or a new vine; sharing the sap of 
divinity. 
I have been experiencing prayer in a new way recently as I have a new image of joining God at the kitchen 
table and God says in the light on my inner eye, “ There you are again my daughter”.  With a few cultural 
adjustments much like Jesus visited Zaccheus.No admonishment that it has been some time since my last 
confession or I had been a bit slack on the prayer front over the past few days, just “ There you are, how 
lovely to be with you, glad you could come and waste time with me. Come and waste some more…..”  
Waste time with God, to be held in divine embrace and sharing the life blod, the life sap the living water of 
God. Come to the well have a drink and never be thirsty.  
Kay 
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